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Multistage coupling of laser-wakefield accelerators is essential to overcome laser energy depletion
for high-energy applications such as TeV-level electron-positron colliders. Current staging schemes
feed subsequent laser pulses into stages using plasma mirrors, while controlling electron beam focusing with plasma lenses. Here a more compact and efficient scheme is proposed to realize simultaneous
coupling of the electron beam and the laser pulse into a second stage. A partly curved channel, integrating a straight acceleration stage with a curved transition segment, is used to guide a fresh laser
pulse into a subsequent straight channel, while the electrons continue straight. This scheme benefits
from a shorter coupling distance and continuous guiding of the electrons in plasma, while suppressing
transverse beam dispersion. Particle-in-cell simulations demonstrate that the electron beam from
a previous stage can be efficiently injected into a subsequent stage for further acceleration, while
maintaining high capture efficiency, stability, and beam quality.

Laser wakefield accelerators (LWFAs) have recently attracted considerable attention [1–4]. They are capable of
supporting enormous acceleration gradients, as high as
hundreds of GeV/m. This makes it possible to build
compact accelerators in university-scale laboratories for
many applications, such as compact electron diffraction
devices [5], high-energy particle accelerators [6–9], and
tabletop radiation sources [10–13].
Among the many applications, perhaps the most intriguing, and challenging application is a LWFA-based
TeV level electron-positron linear collider [14, 15]. However, the energy gained by electrons in a single-stage
LWFA is limited by several effects, including electron
dephasing, laser diffraction, and laser energy depletion.
Although a few schemes have been proposed to increase
the single-stage energy gain by mitigating dephasing and
diffraction, a single-stage LWFA is still limited by pump
depletion. Currently, single stage acceleration up to 10
GeV energy is thought to be a reasonable value, given
present laser technology and plasma density scaling, and
worldwide effort is pursuing this goal [9, 16–21]. For
future TeV colliders, multistage coupling of LWFAs is
inevitable. Electron beams accelerated in a first stage
should be injected into a second wakefield stage driven
by a fresh laser pulse. Due to the micrometer size electron
beams and wake structures, the synchronization precision
at femtosecond scale, and the limited coupling distance,
multistage coupling is considered to be very challenging.
Recently, staged acceleration has recently been demonstrated by Steinke [22]. Using a plasma mirror [23] to
reflect a fresh laser pulse, and a plasma lens [24] to re-

focus electrons, about 3.5% of the electron beam charge
was coupled into a second stage, which produced 100
MeV energy gain. In this staging scheme, the dedicated
plasma mirror and lens had to be installed between the
LWFA stages. Besides its complexity, the matching of
the electron beam between stages is still very challenging,
particularly in achieving efficient coupling. The coupling
efficiency must be near 100%, if one considers the requirements for up to a hundred stages. Thus, a simple and
efficient multi-stage coupling scheme is highly desirable.
Besides plasma mirrors, bending plasma channels may
be considered to guide lasers [25–28]. Reitsma [26] theoretically studied laser propagation in curved plasma
channels and found an equilibrium laser centroid trajectory. Chen [27] and Palastro [28] discussed applications
of synchrotron radiation based on curved plasma channels and one patent was published on compact undulators
and radiation source based on curved channels [29]. In
this paper, we propose the use of a curved plasma channel to enable a compact multi-stage LWFA. Instead of
plasma lenses and mirrors, a specially designed straight
and curved plasma channel is used to simultaneously couple an electron beam and a laser pulse into a second stage.
In this case, the electron beam propagates in a straight
plasma channel, it is constrained to the channel by the
wakefield. A transition curved plasma channel simultaneously guides a fresh laser pulse into the straight section,
generating a new wakefield to continue accelerating the
electrons. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations confirm that
stable and efficient laser guiding and electron coupling
can be achieved using this scheme.
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FIG. 1.
Schematic diagram of coupling two LWFA acceleration stages via a curved plasma channel with trajectories
of fresh lasers (red), depleted lasers (yellow) and electrons
(green).

A schematic view of this scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
After driving plasma waves and depleting its energy in
stage I, laser I is exhausted and deflected off the plasma
in the connecting region. While a second fresh laser pulse
(laser II) is transported from the entrance of the curved
channel to the straight channel, electrons move along the
straight channel, penetrate the wall of the curved channel
and enter the second straight section where they can be
trapped for an appropriately timed laser pulse.
The key aspect of this scheme is the stable and efficient guiding of laser II into the straight channel without large energy loss. Moreover, laser centroid oscillation in the second acceleration stage, which usually occurs when the laser is injected off-axis or obliquely into
the straight channel [27], can be minimized. We initially
focus on the optimal bending shape of the curved channel. For simplicity, we set the z axis to be along the
straight channel centre. Provided the laser is linearly
polarized in the y direction, the evolution of the laser
pulse can be described by (c2 ∇2 − ∂ 2 /∂t2 )Ay = ωp2 Ay .
The normalized laser vector potential Aypis eAy /me c2 =
a · exp(ikz − iωl t)/2 + c.c., and ωp = 4πnp e2 /me is
the plasma frequency. A transverse Gaussian pulse can
stably propagate in a straight plasma channel with a
parabolic transverse shape: np (r) = n0 + ∆n · (r2 /w02 ),
with n0 = np (r = 0), ∆n(cm−3 )= 1.13 × 1020 /w02 (µm2 ),
with w0 the laser focal spot radius, and r the radial distance to the centre axis of the channel [3]. For a curved
plasma channel with fixed curvature radius R, it is convenient to introduce a co-moving coordinate ξ = s − ct,
where s is the laser propagation distance along the channel centre. After applying the slowly-varying envelope,
paraxial approximations, and keeping terms to lowest order in r/R, the laser envelope evolution equation can be
expressed as


c2 ∂ 2
ωl n 0
∆n r2
r
∂a
= −
+
(1 +
) − ωl
a, (1)
i
∂t
2ωl ∂r2
2 ncr
n0 w02
R
where ncr is the critical density for the laser [26]. Equation (1) takes the form of the Schrödinger equation, where

FIG. 2. Centroid trajectories of laser injected at different
position from TDSE and PIC simulation in a curved plasma
channel with fixed curvature radius (a) and the proposed transition curvature (c) with λl = 0.8 µm, w0 = 8 µm, R0 = 10
mm, n0 = 10−3 ncr . Dashed lines represent the centre of
channels (black) and the laser equilibrium trajectory (red),
respectively. A snapshot from a 2D-PIC simulation in (b)
shows the laser profile for injection into a straight channel.
All results account for relativistic laser intensity effects, except the black solid line in (a).

the initial value is a(t = 0, r) = a0 exp[−(r − r0 )2 /w02 ].
The terms in the bracket on the right-hand side of Eq.
(1) correspond to a Hamiltonian operator. For a straight
channel R → ∞, the Hamiltonian is symmetric about
r = 0, therefore the incident laser can propagate without transverse oscillations if the initial laser centroid is
on-axis (i.e. r0 = 0). For a channel with a finite radius
curvature R, in a similar way, a laser beam can propagate without transverse oscillation when it is normally injected at transverse position r0 = requ = (ncr /∆n)w02 /R,
where requ is the offset distance between the laser incidence position and the centre of the curved channel in
order to make the laser propagate without any transverse oscillation, according to Eq. (1). To confirm this,
Eq. (1) has been numerically solved using a spectral fitting method. In this calculation, the channel curvature
effects represented by the last term in Eq. (1) are regarded as a potential. Therefore, the final laser centroid
motion along the laser propagation is presented as in a
straight channel. The black solid line in Fig. 2(a) shows
the straight
propagation
trajectory of a laser centroid
R
R
(rc = r|a|2 dr/ |a|2 dr) with a transverse deviation distance from the channel centre of requ = 6.33 µm.
However, in Eq. (1) the effects of relativistic laser intensities have been neglected. In our scheme, the incident laser intensity is a0 = 2. Relativistic effects
change the plasma refractive index and therefore cannot be neglected. In an improved calculation, the background plasma density n0 in Eq. (1) is replaced by
n0 /(1 + |a|2 /2)1/2 , which makes the Hamiltonian depend
on the laser intensity and the equation take on the form
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of a time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). As
shown in Fig. 2(a), a slight oscillation appears in the
recalculated laser centroid motion (red) even when the
laser is injected from a previous equilibrium position.
To avoid laser transverse oscillations in the second acceleration stage, which usually causes electron transverse
loss and beam energy loss through betatron radiation,
the laser centroid should be guided to the centre of the
straight channel, which requires the injection angle to be
as small as possible [3]. With this constraint, the motion
along the equilibrium position in the curved channel is
not optimal. Actually, neither r0 = 0 nor r0 = 2 requ
are optimal, although the laser centroid can swing back
to r = 0 after propagating a distance of integer times
of Λos /2 = π 2 w02 /λl [3, 27], as represented by the green
line of Fig. 2(a). In this case the tolerable exit region is
very short due to the large transverse oscillation. More
importantly, over this region the large plasma density difference along the transverse direction leads to distortion
of the laser profile, which increases its duration. These
non-paraxial effects cannot be described by Eq. (1). A
typical laser profile at the point where the laser enters
the straight channel from a two-dimensional (2D) PIC
simulation with r0 = 2 requ is plotted in Fig. 2(b). Such
severe distortion of the laser pulse reduces the stability
and energy conversion efficiency in the second acceleration stage.
To solve this problem, we propose using a variable
curvature plasma channel. Considering the experimental feasibility, a variable curve characterized by fixing
(s1 − s) · Rα is chosen, where s1 is the total length of
the curved channel (see Fig. 1). Thus, we find
requ =

ncr w02
ncr w02
=
∆n R
∆n R0



s1 − s
s1

1/α
,

(2)

where R0 is the curvature at s = 0. The gradual decrease in requ guides the laser centroid from the original equilibrium position to the channel centre, accompanied by oscillations in the direction perpendicular to
drequ /ds. Thus, a fixed drequ /ds is consistent with confining the resulting oscillation amplitude α = 1, and
(s1 −s)·R = s1 R0 is an appropriate selection for the transition curve. The tilt angle then is θ = (s1 − s)2 /2s1 R0 .
By Taylor expanding θ, keeping terms to lowest order in
s and taking s ≈ ct (i.e., regarding the pulse duration as
negligible compared with the total length of the curve),
the centre axis of the transition curve channel can be
described as:
R

z = R d(s1 − s) · cosθ ≈ s ≈ ct,
(3)
x = d(s1 − s) · sinθ ≈ (s1 − ct)3 /(6s1 R0 ).
For such a curved channel the calculated equilibrium trajectory of the laser centroid Eq. (2) is represented by the
red dashed line in Fig. 2(c), with s1 = 2 mm. The theoretical prediction of Eq. (1) is represented by the green

solid line, which is consistent with the PIC simulation
shown by the black solid line, apart from slight damping
of the oscillation amplitude. Furthermore, in this scheme,
the laser remains in a lower plasma density region than
that for the green line case in Fig. 2(a), which better preserves the laser quality in the transition region. A typical
PIC simulation result of the laser profile while it is coupled into the straight channel is shown in Fig. 3(b), with
initial laser parameters similar to those for Fig. 2(b). Evidently, by using the transition curved channel, the laser
profile is well maintained, which benefits the subsequent
second stage acceleration.
We use PIC simulations to study multistage coupling
for both the electron and laser beams. A typical 2D
simulation in the x-z plane using the code OSIRIS [30]
with a moving window in the z direction is shown in
Fig. 3, where we have chosen a laser of sin-squared longitudinally envelope with a10 = 0.7, w10 = 8 µm, and
pulse duration τ10 = 15 fs, as the exhausted laser I,
a laser of Gaussian longitudinally envelope with a20 =
2.0, w20 = 8 µm, and τ20 = 20 fs as the fresh laser
II, and a uniformly distributed pre-accelerated electron
beam with rb = 0.5 µm, lb = 2.0 µm, initial energy
E = 1 GeV, (∆E)FWHM = 50 MeV, initial momentum
hpx i = py = 0, (∆px )FWHM = 12 me c to represent electrons from the first stage. The beam current is about
350 A. A 2 mm long curved channel with centre profile of x(mm) = (2 − z(mm))3 /(6 × 2 × 10) according
to Eq. (3) is used to guide laser II: the curvature varies
from R0 = 10 mm at s = 0 to infinite at s = s1 . The
curved channel concentrically connects to a 3 mm long
straight plasma channel with radius of 30 µm. A simulation cell size of 50 nm in x direction, 29.4 nm in z
direction and 16 particles per cell are chosen. In Fig.
3(a) laser I is deflected upward from the boundary of the
curved channel, while laser II is guided to the straight
channel with an original incidence angle of 5.7◦ and offaxis deviation of 6.33 µm. It is found that approximately
12.5% net energy of laser II is lost in the curved channel. In a realistic experiment the length of the curved
channel might be extended and the energy of laser II
would have to be increased to compensate for the energy loss. The simulation shows that the main electron
beam is well confined by the self-excited wakefields in
the plasma and does not lead to large divergence [31].
However, the head erosion of the beam still diminishes
the beam quality and increases the total transverse energy spread [32]. As mentioned earlier, in the current
scheme the centroid of laser II oscillates around the tapered equilibrium trajectory requ and eventually settles
down in the straight channel, exciting a stable on-axis
wakefield. Electrons passed through the curved channel boundary and injected into the wakefield of laser II
at the entrance of the straight channel. These electrons
are then re-accelerated longitudinally with little transverse oscillation due to the reduced transverse kick from
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the second laser wakefield during the injection process,
which also leads to loss of electrons. Since we only focus on the transition stage in the current study, a simple
straight channel with non-tapered density profile is used
to re-accelerate. Under such conditions electron dephasing occurs before depletion of laser II at about z = 5 mm
with a limited electron energy increase of about 200 MeV.
Figures 3(b,c) show snapshots at injection and dephasing
positions inside the straight channel, respectively. The
laser spot and wakefield show no obvious deformation
at both times, which suggests that coupling of the two
stages is very smooth. Head erosion leads to a loss of
about 15% of electrons during injection and 5% in the
following transverse beam oscillation, which results in
finally 80% electrons remaining in the bubble until dephasing (see the transverse charge distribution in Figs.
3(b,c)). It is worth mentioning that because of limitations in available computational resources we have only
used a short curved channel. A longer curved plasma
channel for realistic experiments would give better laser
guiding, higher electron injection rate and smaller transverse oscillation. The second stage could also have a
longitudinally tapered plasma density to increase the dephasing length, which would lead to a further increase in
the maximum energy gain in the second stage.
We have also studied the electron quality variation and
coupling tolerances. The evolution of beam energy and
transverse momentum are plotted in Fig. 4(a). Before injection, electrons experience a period of self-propagation
and deplete their energy into the background plasma by
wakefield excitation. Afterwards, they are trapped in
the second accelerator stage and continuously accelerated
until dephasing. However, the transverse momentum of
electrons will be resonantly enhanced by the transverse
field of the oscillating wake due to the laser centroid oscillation [12], which is detrimental to high energy accel-
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FIG. 3.
2D-PIC simulations of the multistage coupling
scheme based on curved plasma channels. (a) Centroid trajectory of laser I (yellow), laser II (red), and the electron beam
(green). Insets (b) and (c) show the electric field of laser II,
plasma electron density, injected electrons (red points) and
their charge distribution (red lines) at two propagation distances.
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FIG. 4.
(a) Evolution of the injected electron beam energy (blue) and transverse momentum (red). (b) and (c) are
respectively the initial (black points) and final (blue points)
distributions of the electron beam longitudinal and transverse
momentum and their Gaussian fitting curves (red). Injection
ratio of finally accelerated electrons with different transverse
(black) or longitudinal (red) offsets of initial electron beam
position (d) and different pre-accelerated electron beam energy(e).

eration. As discussed above, the curved plasma channel
coupler tends to damp the transverse oscillation of laser
II after some propagation distance, so that the electron
beam transverse momentum px , does not resonantly increase and remains lower than 40 me c. Consequently,
electrons remain in the bubble until dephasing. An estimate using standard betatron radiation formulae yields
less than 1% of the energy gained is lost to increased
radiation by the transversely oscillating electrons.
The longitudinal and transverse momenta distributions of the electron beam are plotted in Figs. 4(b,c).
The mean value of pz increases by more than 400 me c,
while the absolute FWHM of the Gaussian fitting curve
increases slightly from 100 me c to 129.4 me c, which corresponds to an increase in the relative energy spread from
5% to 5.4%. In contrast, (∆px )FWHM increases from 12
me c to 49.9 me c. As discussed above, this increase is
mainly because of the initial transverse kick of the electrons resulting from the matching of the transverse oscillation of the laser and electron beam, and it can be
reduced by using a longer curved plasma channel with a
more gradual transition.
Capture efficiency of finally accelerated electrons with
different transverse or longitudinal offsets of the initial
electron beam position is illustrated in Fig. 4(d) with
the position used in aforementioned simulation defined as
the zero-point. Transversally, the injection tolerance has
a range of about 5 µm. Within this range more than half
electrons can be trapped in the second stage and be continuously accelerated. Longitudinally, an injection delay
variation within 3 µm has no influence on the injection
ratio. However, if electrons are injected earlier, the accel-
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eration gradient and final electron energy would decrease
due to the improper injection phase in the wakefield. In
contrast, if the electron injection is delayed, the injection
ratio decreases rapidly. For a further 2 µm delay, almost
no electron injection is observed. The injection capture
efficiency increases with the pre-accelerated electron energy, as shown in Fig. 4(e). Simulations show that when
the initial electron beam energy is higher than 2 GeV,
the injection ratio can approach 100%, which suggests
that the coupling scheme would be more efficient in the
later stages, and no further modifications of the coupling
would be needed. This is particularly advantageous for
future multi-staged LWFA based TeV colliders.
In conclusion, we have shown that using a specially
designed plasma channel as a transition stage, a multistage LWFA can be constructed. A curved plasma
channel can be used to guide an intense laser pulse into
a straight channel, while minimising transverse oscillations and laser profile distortions. The damping of laser
pulse oscillation guarantees effective confinement of the
injected electron beam in the second stage where it is
further accelerated. The pre-accelerated electron beam
transverse dispersion is also overcome by self-generated
wakefield focusing. A test PIC simulation shows that,
with moderate laser and channel parameters, 80% of electrons with initial 1 GeV energy can be injected into the
second stage and an energy gain of 200 MeV is achieved,
while almost preserving the electron beam energy spread.
We have shown that there is a high tolerance to beam
transverse and longitudinal positions for injection, which
suggests realistic experiments for demonstrating this type
of inter-stage coupling. Such a curved plasma channel can be made from micromachining using a femtosecond laser [33]. The excellent properties of this staging
method, in particular compactness and the weak dependence on the electron beam parameters, make it suitable
for future multi-stage accelerators.
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